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Definitions of bond index and valence for correlated wave functions
are discussed. The utility of renormalizing Wiberg bond indices is
investigated for a series of simple molecules at the spin-coupled
level of the ory.

INTRODUCTION

Continuing progress both in mathematical methodology and in computer
technology means that it is becoming routine to generate reliable correlated
wave functions for systems of real chemical interest. In general, such com-
plicated wave functions do not lend themselves easily to direct interpreta-
tion. Thus, in order to make the physical content more transparent, chem-
ists tend to rely on various simply defined quantities that are related to
classical chemical concepts such as bond order (bond index), valence, and so on.

The concept of bond order, introduced in the now classical study of Coulson.!
has found numerous applications in various fields of chemistry. In addition
to providing rationalizations of static molecular properties as in, for exam-
ple, various forms of bond order - bond length relationships.š this concept
has also proved useful in the field of chemical reactivity." The original defi-
nition of bond order has found its greatest use within the framework of Te
electron theory. It has since been generalized for more sophisticated semiem-
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pirical approaches by various authors.v!'' A critical summary of existing
definitions appropriate to SCF wave functions can be found in arecent re-
view.'! The concept of bond order or bond index is also closely related to the
classical concept of valence.F

The importance attached to the electron pair in Lewis' model of the
chemical bond has inspired studies linking bond multiplicity to quantities
obtained using the so-called pair population analysis.13,14 Within that ap-
proach it was possible to demonstrate that the 'effective' pair populations
are indeed closely related to classical chemical bonds.P

There is as yet no consensus as to the most useful approaches for the
generalization of the concepts of bond order and valence to correlated
(post-SCF) wave functions. One aim of the present study is to examine some
of the existing proposals and, based on our findings, to put forward a new
scheme. A further aim is to generalize the concept of valence so as to be eon-
sistently applicable at post-SCF levels of theory.

THEORY

The starting point of many modern approaches to the problem of bond
order is the so-called bond index introduced some time ago by Wiberg'' at
the level of semiempirical MO methods with orthogonal basis sets, but
which was subsequently generalized for ab initio SCF wave functions.l'v'"
This bond index is defined according to

BAB = I I (PS\lV(PS)VP = WAB
pEAvEB

(1)

in which u,v label basis functions, A,B label nuclei, and P and S are one-
particle density and overlap matrices, respectively. Such an expression
arises in a Mulliken-like partitioning of the normalization condition for the
one-particle density. A similar approach has been pursued recently by Cios-
lowski and Mixon18 within the framework of Bader's the ory of atom s in
molecules.l? In their scheme, the bond index is defined in terms of integraIs
over the atomic basins DA and OB:

oce

BAB = 2I (~il~)A(~d~i)B (2)

where the summation runs over occupied MOs. Such a heuristic generaliza-
tion is not entirely satisfactory and so we propose instead
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(3)

in which the »inter-loge correlation- F(nA,nB), introduced by Bader.š" is cal-
culated from the pair density according to

The magnitude of F(nA,nB) is related to the number of pairs which can be
formed between electrons in nA and those in nB.20 In the special case of a
closed-shell SCF wave function, the pair density is given by

(5)

and so Eqs. (3) and (4) reduce to

oce oce

BAB = (l: I (~il~)A(~)~)B'
j

(6)

We note that this last definition, unlike that of Cioslowski and Mixon.l'' re-
duces to WAB if the integration over atomic basins is replaced by Mulliken-
like restrictions on the summations over basis functions.

Eq. (6) is a special case of Eq. (2.18) of Ref. 21

occ

ni I nj (~il~)A(~)~)B
j

(7)

which is valid for configuration interaction (Cl) wavefunctions composed of
double excitations among molecular orbitals ~i' A form of Eq. (7) is valid for
general Cl wavefunctions only if ~i the are natural orbitals.F The molecular
orbital or natural orbital occupancies ni are generally noninteger numbers.

A principal concern of correlated bond indices is whether the definition
is to be based on inherently pair quantities or whether a satisfactory scheme
can be developed from just one-electron quantities, as in the SCF case. In-
tuitively, a pair density approach is preferable because of the importance of
the electron pair in models of chemical bonding. An obvious candidate for
further study is the definition embodied in Eqs. (3) and (4). In the present
work, we have decided to replace the integrals over atomic basins by appro-
priate restrictions on the summations over basis functions (as in Eq. (1)) so
that:
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BAB=2L L L L ~[PflVPd-D(~VIKA)]Sfl.PVA (8)
flEAvEB K A

in which D(~LVIKA) is an element of the (spin-less) pair density matrix. Such
a definition was proposed some time ago by Giambiagi+' and Mayer.š" Mayer
has also investigated this scheme for the simple case of the dissociation of
H2 and concluded that the resulting values of BAB are too small to be eon-
sidered a realistic measure of bond order. It seems useful to carry out a few
further numerical tests, to discover if this finding is a general one. With this
in mind, we examined the ground state s of H2, LiH, H20 and CH4 at equi-
librium geometry, taking ab initio correlated pair densities from the spin-
coupled (SC) calculations described in detail in Ref. 25. The corresponding
SCF calculations are also described in Ref. 25. The resulting valu es of BAB
are collected in Table 1.

TABLE I

Comparison of pair-density bond indices,
derived from Eq, for ab initio SCF and

spin-coupled (SC) wave functions

Molecule SCF SC

H2 1.000 0.526
LiH 0.911 0.477
CH4 0.980 0.568
H20 0.909 0.610

The key observation from Table I is that although the classical bond
multiplicities are well represented by the SCF bond orders, the values de-
rived from the correlated pair density are far too small. It seems that
Mayer's finding for H2 is quite general and we may conclude that Eq. (8)
does not represent a useful basis for defining post-SCF bond orders. It is
likely that direct integration over atomic basins, as in Eqs. (3) and (4), would
lead to analogous conclusions. Nonetheless, we still recommend further
investigation of Eq. (6) for SCF wave functions.

We turn instead to definitions based only on one-electron quantities.
Angyan, Loos and Mayer26 have recently proposed:

(9)

If the integrations over atomic basins are replaced by restricted summations
over basis functions, then this last equation reduces to the same general
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form as Eq. (1), but now with P calculated from the correlated wave function.
In order to test the utility of such a scheme, we collect in Table II valu es
of BAB calculated according to Eq. (1) for the same systems as in Table 1. It

TABLE II

Comparisonof unscaled and renormalized
bond indices (derived fromWAB) for SC

wave functions

Molecule unscaled renormalized
H2 0.956 0.979
LiH 0.878 0.897
CH4 0.951 0.969
H20 0.876 0.892

is dear that these new values, labeled 'unscaled', are chemically much more
reasonable as a measure of bond order than are those calculated from Eq.
(8). Nevertheless, it does seem worthwhile to consider a further modification
to this definition. Because of the idempotency of the SCF one-particle den-
sity matrix, the corresponding indices satisfy the useful normalization eon-
dition

% L WAB+ L WAB=N
A A<B

(10)

whereas

1 L W;\~r+L W;\~r= il2 A A<B

(11)

in which the quantity iv is in no simple reIati on to the number of electrons
N, except that iv :::::;N. An obvious procedure, as was also proposed some time
ago by Bochicchio.š" is to rescale the correlated bond indices by a factor of
(N/M. The corresponding valu es for our test molecules are reported in Table
II. One side effect of this rescaling is that the post-SCF indices approach
even more dosely the SCF values. In addition to this useful result there is
yet another interesting consequence of rescaling the correlated bond indices.
This consequence concerns the concept of atomic valence. The first attempt
at introducing these quantities is due to Jug21,22who based his approach on
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Cl wavefunctions. Here we propose a slight modification of this approach
which takes into account the rescaling of the bond indices, i.e.

VA'rr = (N/ii) I W~T.
B,.A

(12)

Taken together with the various (re)normalization conditions, this last ex-
pression suggests an alternative definition, namely:

(13)

in which qA is the Mulliken population on center A.
Atomic valencies calculated from (rescaled) bond indices are collected in

Table III for our test systems. Taking account of electron correlation tends
to reduce the values of WA, so that the atomic valencies derived from cor-

TABLE III

Atomic valencies (VA) from SCF and SC wave functions

Molecule atom SCF (Eq. 1) SC (Eq. 12) SC (Eq. 13)

H2 H 1.000 0.979 0.979
LiH Li 0.911 0.897 0.860

H 0.911 0.897 0.934
CH4 C 3.920 3.876 3.865

H 0.951 0.937 0.940
H20 O 1.818 1.784 1.772

H 0.909 0.891 0.897

related densities are smaller than the SCF values. We note in passing that
ab initio SCF valencies calculated with flexible basis sets may exceed the
classicallimits (e.g. '1CF(C)> 4) and that a procedure has been proposed to
remedy this inconvenience.F It now seems that such rather artificial correc-
tions may turn out to be redundant for correlated wave functions of suffi-
cient quality.

Finally, we rep ort in Table IV the variation of atomic valence, VA(H),
with bond length, R, for the simple case of Hj, using the same SC wave func-
tions as in Ref. 25 and renormalized bond indices. Around the equilibrium
geometry, the atomic valence of H is close to its classicallimit of unity, sug-
gesting that the atoms are completely engaged in bonding. VA (H) decreases
monotonically with increasing R, reaching zero at complete dissociation. It
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TABLE IV

Change to the atomic valence of H during the course of
the dissociation of H2

Rlbohr VA(H) Rlbohr VA(H) Rlbohr VA(H)
0.75 0.995 2.0 0.941 4.6 0.203
0.8 0.994 2.4 0.890 5.0 0.120
1.0 0.991 2.8 0.809 6.0 0.028
1.2 0.986 3.2 0.692 8.0 0.001
1.4 0.979 3.4 0.622 10.0 0.000
1.6 0.970 3.8 0.469
1.8 0.957 4.2 0.322

is tempting in the present case to interpret 1 - VA(H) as the »free valence-
of the hydrogen atom. This free valence is very small around the equilibrium
geometry but reaches unity at large R.
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SAŽETAK
o definicijama indeksa veze i valencije za korelirane valne

funkcije

Robert Ponec, Filip Uhlik, David L. Cooper i Karl Jug

Prodiskutirane su definicije indeksa veze i valencije za korelirane valne funkcije.
Na razini teorije vezanih spinova istraženaje korisnost renormaliziranih Wibergovih
indeksa veze za niz jednostavnih molekula.




